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1. Introduction and Overview

● Heuristic search: A*, IDA*...
● A heuristic evaluation function h(n)=an estimate   
  of the cost of an optimal solution from node n to   
  a goal state
● If h(n) is admissible, meaning that it never           
overestimates the cost of reaching a goal, then all  
the above algorithms are guaranteed to return an   
optimal solution, if one exists.



   

● The most effective way to improve the 
performance of a heuristic search algorithm is 
to improve the accuracy of the heuristic 
evaluation function.

● Developing more accurate heuristic functions is 
the goal of this paper.



   

1.1 Sliding-Tile Puzzles



   

● An optimal solution to the problem uses the 
fewest number of moves possible

● Solving random instances of the Twenty-Four 
puzzle with Manhattan distance is not practical 
on current machines

● A more accurate heuristic function is needed



   

1.2 Subgoal Interactions

● Inaccuracy of the Manhattan distance: it 
assumes that each tile can be moved along a 
shortest path to its goal location without 
interference from any other tiles

● The tiles do interfere with each other
● The key to developing a more accurate 

heuristic function is to account for some of 
those interactions in the heuristic



   

1.3 two main contributions of this      
      paper
● Show that additive pattern databases which 

were first developed and implemented for the 
sliding tile puzzles can be generalized and 
applied to other domains.

● Divide additive pattern databases into two 
methods, statically- and dynamically-partitioned 
databases, and compare the two methods



   

2. Previous Work on Admissible        
    Heuristic Functions
● Linear -conflict heuristic (Hansson, mayer, & 

Yung, 1992)  :  the interaction between these 
two tiles allows us to add two moves to the sum 
of their Manhattan distance



   

2. Previous Work on Admissible        
    Heuristic Functions
● Pattern database: precomputed tables of the 

exact cost of solving various subproblems of an 
exist problem, with a single breadth-first search 
backward from the goal state

● They chose as a subset of a 15-Puzzle: those 
in the bottom row and those in the rightmost 
column

● Once this table is computed, use IDA* to search 
for an optimal solution to a particular problem 
instance



   

2.4 Statically-Partitioned Additive      
      database Heuristics
● Disjoint pattern databases:  partition the tiles 

into disjoint groups, such that every tile is 
included in a group, and no tile belongs to more 
than one groups

● Precompute pattern databases of the minimum 
number of moves of the the tiles in each group

● Retrieve the number of moves required to solve 
the tiles, Add together the values for each 
group



   

Statically-Partitioned Additive            
database Heuristics
● this value>=Manhattan distance, because it 

accounts for interactions between tiles in the 
same group 

● The key difference between additive databases 
and the non-additive databases is: non-additive 
databases include all moves required to solve 
the pattern tiles, including moves of tiles not in 
the pattern group. In an additive pattern 
database, we only count moves of the tiles in 
the group.



   

2.4.1 Limitations of statically-             
         partitioned database heuristics
● They fail to capture interactions among tiles in 

different groups of the partition.
● A different approach to additive pattern 

databases: dynamically-partitioned database 
heuristics



   

3. Dynamically-Partitioned Database 
    Heuristics

3.1 Computing the Pairwise Distances, or Gasser  
      refers it as 2-tile pattern database :

–   a table which contains for each pair of tiles, and 
each possible pair of positions they could occupy, 
the number of moves required of those two tiles to 
move them to their goal positions
– How to compute such tables: for each pair of 
tiles, we perform a single breadth-first search, 
starting from the goal state.



   

3.2 Computing the Heuristic Value of a State

● partition the n tiles into n/2 non-overlapping 
pairs, then sum the pairwise distances for each 
of the chosen pairs

● To get the most accurate admissible heuristic, 
we want a partition that maximizes the sum of 
the pairwaise distances



   

● For each state of the search , this maximizing 
partition may be different, requiring the partitioning 
to be performed for each heuristic evaluation. 
Thus, the authors use the term dynamically-
partitioned addititive pattern database heuristics 
●To compute the heuristic for a given state, use 
mutual-cost graph



   

3.3 Triple and Higher-Order 
Distances

● Groups of various sizes, not necessarily pairs
● 3-tile databases



   

Dynamically-Partitioned database 
Heuristics
● The main advantage: it can potentially capture 

more tile interactions, statically-partitioned 
pattern database only captures interactions 
between tiles in the same group 

● Disadvantage: expensive



   

4. Sliding-Tile Puzzles

● Experiments solving the 15 and 24 puzzles 
using statically and dynamically partitioned 
additive pattern database heuristics



   

4.2.2 fifteen puzzle  partition



   

Experimental results on the Fifteen 
Puzzle



   

4.2.3 Twenty-four puzzle  



   

Twenty-Four Puzzle results for static
vs. dynamic databases



   

4.2.4 Thirty-five puzzle



   

Thirty-Five Puzzle



   

4.2.5 Discussion of the tile puzzle     
         results

The relative advantage of the statically-partitioned 
database heuristics over the dynamically-
partitioned heuristics appears to  decrease as the 
problem size increases.



   

5. 4-Peg Towers of Hanoi Problem



   

Experimental results for the 15-disk 
Hanoi problem



   

Results for the 16-disk problem



   

6. Vertex Cover



   

Experimental results



   



   

7. General Characterization of the     
    Method
● Define a pattern as an assignment of values to 

a subset of the state variables in a problem
● A pattern database is built by running a 

breadth-first search backward from the 
complete goal state, until at least one state 
representing each pattern is generated



   

7.2.1 Complete pattern databases

● A complete pattern database stores the cost of 
solving every pattern, defined by the set of all 
possible combinations of values of the variables 
in the subset

● Advantage: every value is stored
● Disadvantage: memory requirements



   

7.2.2 Partial pattern databases

● Only stores the cost of solving some of the 
patterns

● Save memory by storing fewer values than a 
complete database

● Efficient for dynamically-partitioned database



   

7.3 Algorithm Schema

● The steps for the statically-partitioned database 
heuristics



   

The steps for the statically-
partitioned database heuristics



   

7.3.2 The steps for the dynamically-partitioned database   
         heuristics



   

7.4 Differences between the              
      applications
● Trying the general schema on new problems 

may involve significant creativity in identifying 
the subproblems, determining the definition of 
disjoint subproblems, computing the pattern 
databases, doing the partitioning,etc.



   

8.1 when to use each of the methods

● Domain dependent
● Memory requirements



   

8.2 Conclusions and Further Work

● these techniques can be effectively extended to   
  new problem domains
● Further work: Find more efficient algorithms for    
  finding the best dynamic partitionings
● To automatically find the optimal size of 
dynamically-partitioned databases



   

Questions


